British Military Sabre
Part 1 (Basic)

Historical background
Prior to the French and Indian War (1754-1763) the British Army was made up of the Line,
Cavalry, Dragoons (mounted infantry) and Artillery. Each Regiment of Infantry had a Light
Company who would be the pathfinders for that unit. During the French and Indian War, the
Irregular Light Infantry and Voltigeurs of the French Army inflicted severe damage on these units.
The British Army did not learn from these mistakes and during the American Revolutionary War
(The War of Independence - 1775-1783), the British suffered at the hands of rifled troops in
skirmish order. Lord Jeffery Amherst, Commander of the 60th Regiment of Foot (Royal American)
formed the 5th Battalion of the 60th led by Colonel Francis de Rottenburg, Baron Rottenburg. De
Rottenburg was a Hessian who fought in the War of Independence and formed the Rangers who
fought successfully against the American 'backwoodsmen', the crackshot irregular infantry using
weapons such as rifle, tomahawk and knife. The 5th Battalion was trained in the use of rifle and
skirmish tactics, working in pairs. This presented several problems for the officers, mainly one of
command and control, as the officer could be commanding troops more than a mile away from him
and could end up being quite isolated. Horse Guards therefore deemed such tactics were too
dangerous for British troops, though it was accepted as suitable for the German troops who formed
the 5th Battalion!
In 1793, Horse Guards requested new swords patterns for the Army from the Board of Ordnance.
These were to be sabres for cavalry and infantry. A cavalry sabre design was submitted by
Colonel John Gaspard Le Marchant and this went forward unaltered to become the 1796 Light
Cavalry Sabre, which was so good that it was adopted by Prussia, America and Russia. A design
for infantry sabre was submitted by Sir David Dundas and this was altered to become the 1796
Spadroon (also known as the 1796 Infantry Sabre), as the Board of Ordnance in its wisdom
deemed that officers were not actually expected to fight with a sword on the battlefield! The
cavalry (the Life Guard and the Royal Horse Guards) required a straight-bladed sabre, which a
committee of Life Guard officers designed, and this was inflicted upon the whole of the British
heavy cavalry. As a weapon, it is very good at looking good but is ineffectual otherwise (or as
Colonel Ponsonby of the Scots Greys suggested, it might be more effective to “take the pointed
end and use the hilt as a club”)! The Board of Ordnance granted all three swords the 1796 pattern.

Horse Guards later decided to experiment with the use of rifles and by order in 1800, two units
were raised. The first was the Experimental Rifle Corps, commanded by Colonel Coote
Manningham and the second was Hompesch‟s Regiment of Mounted Riflemen. The Experimental
Rifle Corps was trained using the manual of De Rottenburg with the major difference being the use
of quads, not pairs. Officers were again more isolated than officers commanding line troops.
Officers of the Experimental Rifle Corps therefore started to purchase 1796 Light Cavalry Sabres
as their sidearm because it was a sword they could use effectively in their situation.
On one of the British Army‟s six-monthly inspections, Horse Guards became aware of this trend
among officers of the Experimental Rifle Corps and, though the reasons were never published, the
practice of infantry officers using a cavalry weapon was frowned upon in the resulting review
report. This led to the design of the 1803 Infantry Sabre – a pattern that is remarkably vague for
the British Army in that it set the design of the hilt and grip (a black grip for field officers and an
ivory one for staff officers) as well as the blade length, while the blade curvature was never
specified. This means that surviving examples of the British Army‟s first Infantry Sabre show an
enormous variety in blade shape.

In 1803, Sir John Moore was given command of a brigade at Shorncliffe camp and created a
halfway house between rifles and line infantry. This became the Light Infantry (ironically in the
modern British Army, the Light Infantry have recently – in February 2007 – become the Rifles!). At
Moore‟s insistence, all officers would carry the new 1803 Infantry Sabre and had to practice with it.
This led to many „interesting‟ sword masters appearing, from the reputable ones such as Henry
Angelo to incompetent unknowns.
Prior to the publication of the first official army manual in sabre, officers were gentlemen who
bought their commissions and as such, were expected to have been educated in the art of fence.
The Peninsular War (1808-1814) marked a change as a select handful of officers, who were not
gentlemen, began to be promoted from the ranks. The first manual on Infantry Sabre was therefore
published on 1 February 1817 by authorisation of the Adjutant General, Harry Calvert. The Rules
and Regulations for the Infantry Sword Exercise of 1817 was a landmark publication, not only
because it constituted the first official regulations on the subject, but because it was used by both
officers and enlisted men.
There were several design changes until the 20th century and many sets of Regulations on the
use of Infantry Sword were published (the term sabre was dropped between 1803 and 1817). Until
1885, two swords of every pattern were made by the British Army – a field weapon and a dress
sword (state sword). The expense of officers buying two swords meant that the dress sword fell
out of use, although the use of sword by officers on the battlefield diminished and the sword was
worn increasingly as a dress item. The last recorded instance of a British infantry officer drawing
his sword for battle is in 1916.
From the beginning of the 18th century the British Army has preferred the use of singlestick to the
use of steel for „free exchange‟ (the term „freeplay‟ is not used in military parlance). From 1817
through to the 1850s, sword exercise was performed on the parade square – company by
company. This allowed for substantial movement in both drill and free exchange. The early 1850s
saw the development of army gymnasia, where several training needs could be met but the space
for sword drill was limited. As sword was not classed as a battlefield weapon for ordinary soldiers
(enlisted men), this development did not present any major problem. Sword exercise, for the
ordinary soldier, therefore became a form of physical exercise led by a Physical Training Instructor
and team sports also began to be included in the forms of exercise available to the soldier. During
the 1880s, the British Army decided to deem fencing as a sport for officers and as exercise for
other ranks.

Several attempts were made to bring more realism to this exercise by the use of steel. The first
attempts were simply making unsharpened blades for use in free exchange. This proved to be
restrictive because of the amount of protective clothing required for free exchange. Later
developments, such as Hutton‟s training sabre with its light and flexible blade that was never
designed to be a killing weapon, did allow for less protective equipment and more realistic free
exchange. The last of the training swords to be used by the British Army was the 1895 Army
training sword (which was a modification of the duelling sabre designed by Il Cavaliere Ferdinando
Masiello of Florence and these were in manufacture for use by the Army until 1903). After 1903,
the Olympic sabre was used and this continues to the present day.

The Sabre
The sabre is broken down into two major components – the hilt and the blade.
The hilt is made up of the guard, ferrule, handle, hood and button. The guard is the hand
protection and in most sabres this forms a shell and knuckle bow. The ferrule is a small metal case
or washer that protects the handle from damage from over-tightening of the button. The handle is
the actual hand grip of the sabre and many materials can be used for this. The most common is
wood that can be covered in leather, fish skin or ivory. The hood forms a metal back to the handle
to aid the stability of the handle. The button is a nut that holds the blade and hilt together this
allows for blades to be replaced if required.
The blade is broken down into four zones on its length and two on its breadth. The length is
broken down to the tang – a narrow section of the blade that fits inside the hilt and ends in a screw
thread that the button attaches to, and at the other end are the shoulders of the blade that press
against the guard. The section nearest the hilt is known as the forte (strong). The section nears the
point is known as the feeble (weak) between the two is the middle or metzo, which has attributes
of both the forte and feeble. The two parts of the breadth are the true edge and false edge. The
true edge faces the knuckle bow is the edge that is regularly used to cut with (but not exclusively).
With the false edge, only the top third is sharp for cutting.
There is another part of the blade whose location changes according to each blade. This is known
as the point of percussion. It is that point where the blade cuts best as it is the point where the
speed of the tip and strength of the forte are in balance.
Below is a diagram of the Masiello sabre showing the various parts listed above (other than the
point of percussion).

Grip
The fingers must be lightly but firmly closed round the handle, with the thumb extended along the
back of the hood. The centre knuckles should be in the same line as the edge. The thumb may in
some cases be required to move round the handle while in use. When delivering an attack the
closure of the back three fingers locks the blade in place for maximum effect.

THE FOUR GOVERNORS
To be proficient with any type of sword, it is not simply a matter of learning mechanics. A certain
mindset must be attained and philosophy learned to become a master of defence. George Silver
in his discourses outlined various principles that if followed will help you in your success at
fighting with a sword. These include the four principle governors.
The four principle governors of “ye true fyghte” are:
“The first governor is judgement – which is to knowe whan your adversarie can
reach you, & when not, & when you can do the lyke to hym & to knowe by the
goodness or badness of hys lyinge, what he can do, & when & how he can
perform it.
The second governor is measure (distance) – Measure is better to know how to
make your space true to defend yourself or to offend your enemy.
The third and fourth governors are time and place is a twofold mynd when you
press in on your enemye, for as you have a mynd to go forwarde, so you must
have at the instant a mynd to fly backwarde upon any action ye shall be offered
or don by your adversarie.”
Swordsmanship should always be fought on a certain metaphysical level; where certain actions
taken by the body are automatic based on the threats that are present. Footwork and defence
should be automatic. Your judgement should not be cogitated over, you should know through
„second sight‟ when you may most easily offend or be offended by your opponent.
Distance is a crucial element that goes hand in hand with judgement. If your distance is too
great to be able to offend your opponent in a timely manner then you hold your distance too far
from your adversary. If your distance is not great enough then you also be easily offended.
Time or timing is also very important. If you see an opening but your timing is off in pressing the
attack, you are at risk of being injured yourself. The same holds true for defence. You must
defend in a timely manner to be able to save yourself from harm‟s way.
I wish there was more that I could write about these four governors, but frankly there is not.
Distance, Timing, Judgement and Measure, can be neither succinctly taught nor learned.
They can only be acquired through experience. I will set you to work on many different practice
drills which are designed to help you make realisations about the four governors, but the
discovery of their secrets must remain yours to learn.
Much of historical swordplay is learned through experience and an ever-growing familiarity with
historical edged weapons. What I mean by this, is that while I may be able to show you tools and
techniques which may be used to survive an encounter or engagement, true swordsmanship is a
result of dedicated practice, experience, physical ability and seemingly endless repetition. I can
teach you to be a skilled and knowledgeable scholar of the sword, but only you can turn yourself
in a competent swordsman… and this you achieve through practice.

Footwork
The only parts of footwork to be covered here are:
First position, Second position, Advance, Retire and Lunge
First position
This position gives you a prepared but not a guarded stance. The heels should be together at 60
to 90 degrees, the forward foot should be the same as the sword arm. The off-hand should be
clenched in a fist on the hip or in the small of the back and the sword arm should be inclined
forward. The upper body is kept to as narrow a profile as possible.

Below is a picture of the first position

Second position
This is also referred to as the ready position, en-guarde position or medium guard (see next
page). It is achieved by stepping back and raising the sabre. The rear foot is moved back so that
the feet are at shoulder width apart, the front foot points directly at the “target” and the rear foot is
at 90 degrees to the front foot with knees slightly bent to allow free movement. Weight should be
carried more in the rear leg than the fore. The sword arm has the elbow tucked in and touching
the upper body at about hip height. The forearm is extended with a slight rise, sword angled
forward and across the body so the point is approximately in line with the opposite eye.
Advance
There are two ways to advance. First, the way Hutton advises is to step forward with the front
foot about six inches and bring up the rear foot until the correct distance between the feet is
attained. To do this, lift the front toes then heel placing the heel first six inches forward, repeat
with the rear foot. Second way is the powered advance. This is done by lifting the front foot and
pushing from the rear foot using the heel and ball then bringing the rear foot forward so as to
maintain the correct distance between the feet. This is faster and covers more distance, but that
is not always the best action to take and requires considerable practice.
Retire
Again there are two ways to retire. Both are in the same manner as the advance but in reverse.
That is to move the rear foot back six inches and then move the front foot back maintaining the
distance between the feet and to push from the heel of the front foot.
Lunge
The lunge is a full body weight attack powered from the rear foot. The front foot lands at the
same time as the sabre hits its target. The upper body should be erect with the sword arm fully
extended and the rear leg straight.
These are taken from Alfred Hutton's Cold Steel, the civilian version of his Military Sword
Regulations with several additions other than sabre.

Guards and parry positions
First thing to note is the inside and outside lines these are:
Inside line is all the body inside the sword arm. Outside line is the other side of the sword arm.

Medium Guard
This is the most common starting guarded position for sabre. The feet should be shoulder width
apart. The front foot is pointing directly at the target and the rear at 90 degrees to it. Knees
slightly bent to allow free movement weight carried more in the rear leg than the fore. The sword
arm has the elbow against the upper body at about hip height. The forearm is extended with a
slight rise, sword angled forward and across the body so the point is approximately in line with
the opposite eye.

Prime - The hand position where the thumb is down and the palm to the outside.
Guarded Prime is where the sword hand is raised to approximately the height of the nose, the
blade is forward across the body where the tip is in line with the inside shoulder.

High Prime the elbow is bent brining the hand in a line with the inside shoulder. The blade is
down covering from shoulder to knee.

Low Prime the hand is dropped to be in line with the inside hip.
The blade is down covering hip to ankle.

Seconde - The hand position is where the thumb is to the inside and knuckles are uppermost.
The blade is declined
High Seconde is with the hand at shoulder height

Low Seconde is with the hand at hip height.

Tierce - The hand position is where the thumb is uppermost and knuckles to the outside.
This is the same position as medium guard, except that the blade is not across the body.

Low Tierce is with the hand is dropped till it is almost on the thigh.

High Tierce is with the elbow is bent raising the hand to outside eye height the blade is angled
across the body.

Quarte - The hand position is where the hand across the body to be in line with the inside
hip palm uppermost and thumb to thumb to the outside line.

High Quarte is with the elbow is bent raising the hand to inside eye height the blade is angled
across the body.

Low Quarte is with the hand is at hip height with the blade declined.

Horizontal Quarte is a parry position used mainly by Italians in defence of an upcut (cut 8)

Quinte (Also known as St George) - The hand position is where the palm is forward and the
knuckles are uppermost. This is always down with the hand above the head. The Blade is forward
and declined to the inside. The reverse of this where the palm is rearwards and the blade declined
to the outside is known as Quinte Alta

Sixth - The hand position is where the palm is uppermost and the thumb to the outside line, the
hand is in line with the outside hip and the blade is inclined.

Septime

- The hand position is where the palm is down the thumb to the inside line, the hand is
in line with the inside hip and the blade is declined.

Octave - The hand position is where the palm is facing to the rear, the thumb is
down and the elbow is bent the bland is down. This position is takes a lot of practice
to get to. The method normally used it to drop the point of the blade and pull back the
hand to just above the outside eye.

High Octave is with the hand position is where the palm is facing to the rear, the
thumb is down and the elbow is bent the bland is down. This position is takes a lot of
practice to get to. The method normally used it to drop the point of the blade and pull
back the hand to just above the outside eye.

Cuts
All cuts should be delivered in a full lunge, with few exceptions. Once a cut is delivered recovery
into guard must always happen. All the following cuts are delivered with the true edge. A cut is
delivered in a full lunge majority of the time.
The terms that are used to describe the cuts are from the view of performing the cut not where
they are aimed at. For example, for a right handed swords man cut one will be from your high left
(inside) to low right (outside).

Cut One is a cut delivered as a diagonal cut down from high inside to low outside
Cut Two is a cut delivered as a diagonal cut down from high outside to low inside
Cut Three is a cut delivered as a diagonal cut up from low inside to high outside
Cut Four is a cut delivered as a diagonal cut up from low outside to high inside
Cut Five is a cut delivered as a horizontal cut from inside to outside
Cut Six is a cut delivered as a horizontal cut from outside to inside
Cut Seven is a cut delivered directly down the centre of the body.
Cut Eight is a cut delivered directly up the centre of the body.
Timed cuts
Timed cuts are cuts delivered into an opponent during their attack. For example as they raise their
arm to cut you, you cut to their arm before they can develop their attack. This can also be called
a stop cut as it stops the action.

Counter cuts
A counter cut or snap cut is an immediate cut back after a successful parry using just the arm
rather than putting body weight behind the attack.
Delivery by compression
Cut by compression is done by making the parry then bringing the sabre back along their blade
then delivering your cut in a full lunge, extending the arm as you move forward. This can also be a
snap cut if there is no lunge along with it.
Delivery by moulinet
A moulinet is a circular moment of the blade normally this will be the parry and reply in one
movement. The parry will not be a fixed position but a movement through the parry position on the
way to the attack. For example cut 5 is made you drop your point go through prime to deliver cut 1
in reply as a single movement you start your lunge as the blade passes your shoulder. All the time
this is being performed the shell of the hilt is guarding your arm.

Moulinet sequence
The moulinet sequence is an exercise to improve strength and flexibility in the wrist. The sequence
is cut 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and this is done as follows:

(For Right Hand):
Cut1:Transition:Cut 2:Transition:Cut 3:Transition:Cut 4:Transition:Cut 5:Transition:Cut 6:Transition:Cut 7:-

diagonal cut from high right to low left. (hand in quarte)
turn the wrist so the thumb is down and then raise hand to high left
diagonal cut from high left to low right. (hand in tierce)
turn the wrist into quarte
diagonal cut from low right to high left. (hand in quarte)
turn the hand so the back is up and drop the point to low left
diagonal cut from low left to high right. (hand in tierce)
Turn the hand so the thumb is up and lower hand to waist
lateral cut from right to left.
turn the hand to the finger nails are up
lateral cut from left to right
rotate the wrist so the blade up
cut vertically down the centre line.

(For Left Hand):
Cut1:Transition:Cut 2:Transition:Cut 3:Transition:Cut 4:Transition:Cut 5:Transition:Cut 6:Transition:Cut 7:-

diagonal cut from high left to low right. (hand in quarte)
turn the wrist so the thumb is down and then raise hand to high right
diagonal cut from high right to low left. (hand in tierce)
turn the wrist into quarte
diagonal cut from low left to high right. (hand in quarte)
turn the hand so the back is up and drop the point to low right
diagonal cut from low right to high left. (hand in tierce)
turn the hand to the finger nails are up
lateral cut from left to right.
turn the hand so the back of the hand is up
lateral cut from right to left
rotate the wrist so the blade up
cut vertically down the centre line.

Point Attacks
The way point attacks are made with the blade in opposition to your opponent's. If the point is
given on the inside of their sword then the hand should be in quarte on the outside of their sword
then in tierce.

Parades
A parade or parry is the movement from one position to another, this action should prevent an
attack from been delivered. The parade of high tierce is the movement from your current position
to that of high tierce, in this case protecting from an attack to the outside of the head. Below are
listed the parades best suited for each of the cuts and point attacks (right handed against right
hander or left handed against left hander).
Cut 1
Cut 2
Cut 3
Cut 4
Cut 5
Cut 6
Cut 7

Quarte or High Prime
Tierce or Sixth
Low Prime or Septime
Seconde or Octave
Low Quarte or Prime
Low Tierce or High Seconde
Quinte or Quinte Alta

Opposition
This is the act of covering yourself with the shell of the hilt in making an attack. This is especially
important on the upper lines as it will protect you from a counter hit.

Replies
A reply is an immediate response that has stopped an attack by a parade. Below are examples from
Alfred Hutton's Cold Steel, only cut 1 is shown here. In Cold Steel there are lessons for each cut.

Delivered Parade

Reply

Cut 1

Quarte

Cut 1

High Prime

Cut 4
Cut 2 over the blade
Cut 6 over the blade
Point in Quarte
Cut 4
Cut 6
Cut 1
Cut 5
Cut 3

Envelopment
Envelopment is the act of taking control of your opponent's blade and moving it to a more
advantageous position. For example you parry in quarte by turning your hand into seconde over
their blade and moving down to the outside you have performed envelopment. Envelopments only
work on the diagonal.

Eight Position Parry Sequence
Right handed against right handed or left handed against left handed

A

B

Cut 7

Parry quinte alta
Cut 6 to side of head

Parry sixth
Cut 2
Parry tierce
Cut 3
Parry quarte – Envelop to seconde
Point attack (Quarte)

Parry seconde
Point attack (Quarte)
Parry septime
Point attack (Quarte)
Parry prime
Cut 7

Parry quinte alta and continue or
Parry quinte and kill

The Assault, Loose Play or Free Exchange.
In the words of Alfred Hutton from his book Cold Steel:

To ENGAGE
Having performed the salute, cross the blades, and tap them smartly together twice; then draw
back the left foot so as to be out of distance, and come to guard.

To ACKNOWLEDGE A HIT
Fencers have various ways of doing this. I think, however, the most effective, most complete, and
most graceful method is that which was used in old times in the celebrated school of Angelo, as
follows:“On receiving the hit, spring up to the 1st position, pass the sword into the left hand, holding the
blade between the forefinger and thumb, about six inches from the shell, with the pummel to the
front; at the same time extend the right arm, with the hand open and the palm uppermost.”

THE ASSAULT
The Assault, or Loose Play, is the exact imitation of a combat with sharp swords, in which the
opponents bring into use all the manoeuvres contained in the foregoing studies, each
endeavouring to seize every advantage and opportunity to embarrass and deceive the other in
such manner as to render his own movements effectual.
In making the assault with the sabre it is customary to avoid the use of the point, owing to the risk
of inflicting serious injury with it. In case of leg-pads not being used, the Continental practice of
abstaining altogether from cutting at the legs must be adhered to. Similarly, when the single-stick
is substituted for the sabre, and leg- pads are not worn, no cut must be made at the inside below
the waist.
Avoid, if possible, making the first attack against any adversary, more especially a stranger, it
being advantageous to act on the defensive, in order to judge of the enemy's reach, and to study
his style and his temperament; and in such case to vary the parries as much as possible, and
occasionally, as the opportunity presents itself, to make use of a time cut or stop thrust.

Should the opponent also be determined to remain passive, recourse must be had to making false
attacks with a half lunge in order to cause him to defend, and thereby discover his favourite
parries, and also whether he is addicted to retreating, timing, or countering.
After making an attack, whether successful or not, recover at once to the position of guard; and it
is wise, during the passage of the foot from the lunge to the second position, to shelter yourself
under the “Hanging Guard,” this will secure you to a great extent from being touched by an
honest riposte when your attack has been parried,' and also from a foul blow given after you
have succeeded in planting your hit, which latter is a matter of constant habit with some men who
would fancy themselves highly insulted if their swordsmanship were in any way called into
question. Others there are who make a practice of rushing forward within measure, and when
they find, themselves close to their opponent they draw back their hand and either stab him in the
body, or slash underneath at the unprotected leg; and this they do without the slightest concern as
to whether they injure their opponent for life or not, their object being either to score a hit anyhow,
by fair means or foul, or even it may be, in the case of a match, to so disable the man that their
victory over him is an easy one.
These uncouth people almost always expect to be treated leniently by their adversary, and seem
to think that a mere “Beg your pardon,” after each of a whole series of foul blows, is quite
sufficient, but it is a poor consolation to a scrupulously fair fencer after he has been badly injured
by them.
They utterly ignore the rules and customs of gentlemanly fencing, and betake themselves to mere
fighting of a nature scarcely creditable to a Whitechapel rough; and such being the case they
deserve to be met, so far as decency permits, on their own ground; and the best medicine for them
is either the pummel A la Lonnergan, or the seizure as shown by de Liancour, which I have
described before under the head of " Commanding."
Some fencers are addicted to making noises, by stamping with the foot, or even by shouting, in
order, I suppose, to intimidate the enemy. This is a very foolish practice, since very few people are
frightened by it; while, on the other hand, should the antagonist have allowed himself to become
momentarily abstracted, such noise would recall him to his senses, while without it he might have
been caught off his guard.
When it is possible, attack rapidly with simple cuts or thrusts instead of using a feint, as one
movement is quicker than two. Besides, if you always attack with a feint your opponent will, if well
trained, readily perceive that your first movement is a sham, and will most likely time you on it.
When the adversary attacks in a hasty, passionate manner, it is well to give ground to him a little,
in order that his fury may expend itself; to trust much to the parry and quick riposte, and to favour
him when opportunity permits with time cuts and thrusts of arrest.
If he is of a sluggish nature, a rapid direct attack will most likely succeed. If he appears timorous, it
is better to clear an opening by the use of a feint, as he may on your direct attack maim you by a
counter hit caused simply by his nervous awkwardness.
Watch mainly the opponent's sword hand; but it is well to observe also his face, the face being the
index of the mind.

